Abstract: This paper proposes a feedback control method for the in-plane motion of a satellite equipped with two thrusters, whose force directions are fixed to the satellite. The satellite's equations of motion have second-order nonholonomic constraints. This paper utilizes an invariant manifold and develops a feedback controller based on the Lyapunov's second method. The developed controller can control the satellite's state composed of six components for the position and attitude angle by two thruster systems. Furthermore, the controller has robustness for the system's modeling errors. Some simulations results are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed controller.
INTRODUCTION
Thruster mechanism can be used for the position and attitude control of satellite systems. For practical satellite systems, the force directions of the thrusters are fixed to the satellites. Thus, to control the position and attitude, usually one satellite equips with more than 10 thruster systems. The advantages of these numerous thrusters are 1) enhancement of robustness for controllers, and 2) simple control logic to generate a torque about a required axis. On the other hand, it is obvious that those thrusters are more than a necessary to control the satellite's position and attitude. This study aims to clarify how many thrusters are necessary to control both the position and the attitude orientation angles of a satellite precisely. As a result of this study, we may significantly reduce the number of thrusters for practical satellites, even when considering some of them as backups. Furthermore, the developed control technique is useful when some thrusters have failed.
Satellite systems with the thrusters whose force directions are fixed to the satellites have nonintegrable second-order "nonholonomic" constraints. Systems with nonholonomic constraints frequently have controllability for all of the state variables even when the number of actuators is less than the system's degrees of freedom.
There are many studies and books for first-order nonholonomic systems, for examples References [1] - [4] . However, the systems with second-order nonholonomic constraints are much less studied and need more researches to control them. Reference [5] proposes to utilize a canonical form of a high-order nonholonomic system, which is called a "high-order chained system". The system in the canonical form indicates a design procedure of a controller even for second-order nonholonomic systems. However, the satellite system treated in this study cannot be transformed to the chained system due to the constraint of the thrust force directions.
Our research group deals with the planar satellite system and has proposed the control methods for the satellite's position and attitude simultaneously [6, 7] . Reference [6] treats a satellite with three thrusters and has showed that the system's nonholonomic governing equations can be transformed into holonomic ones by a local feedback method. Reference [7] treats a planar satellite with two thrusters, and has indicated that the translational and rotational motions are coupled for any arrangement of the two thrusters. These two papers have succeeded to generate the trajectories which can control the satellite to any target states. However, the proposed methods are effective only when the satellite models are precise, because the satellite motion is derived from an open-loop dynamics.
This paper proposes a feedback controller based on the Lyapunov's second method. The proposed controller can control the satellite's position and attitude angle precisely by utilizing an invariant manifold. Furthermore, the developed controller has robustness for the system's modeling errors.
This paper consists of the following sections. The section 2 shows the general expression of the system's equations of motion. An invariant manifold utilized to control the system's state simultaneously is explained in the section 3. The section 4 develops a feedback controller based on the Lyapunov's second method. The robustness of the proposed controller for the modeling errors is also analyzed. Finally, the section 5 shows the results of numerical simulation to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller. Figure 1 shows an inertial frame and a planar satellite treated in this paper. We assume that this satellite is freely floating, i.e. there is no disturbance force.
PLANAR MOTION OF A SATELLITE BY TWO THRUSTERS
Considering a satellite-fixed coordinate system , b b
x y whose origin is attached on the satellite's center of mass, and denoting the forces along these axes as , 
where , , m J θ represent the satellite's mass, the attitude orientation angle, and the moment of inertia, respectively. It should be noted that Eqs. (1) and (2) are nonintegrable, because the attitude angle θ is a function of time.
This satellite equips with two thrusters whose force directions are fixed to the satellite, and it is assumed that the magnitudes of the thrusters can be changed from 0 to a specified positive value. Figure 2 illustrates the geometric relations of the thrusters and the satellite. The magnitude of the thruster force, its attachment angle, and its moment arm for the rotational torque are denoted as i f , i α , and i β , respectively. It should be noted that the moment arm i β is defined to be negative in this paper when the force generates a clockwise control moment. For a planar satellite, the necessary and sufficient condition for controllability of the rotational motion can be expressed as cos cos
From Eqs. (6) and (7), yb F can be expressed as ( )
It should be noted that this yb F is zero when 0 T = , because the b y -axis is normal to the satellite's translational motion when 0 T = . Therefore, Eq. (6) can be replaced with
It should be noted that this K is constant and specified by the attachment condition of the thruster 1. This implies that the translational and rotational motions of a planar satellite controlled by two thrusters are coupled for any arrangement of the two thrusters.
TRAJECTORY DESIGN

Invariant manifold
Since the satellite's translational and rotational motions are coupled, the satellite system very easily has a "drift" velocity in its b y -direction after a rotational maneuver. Furthermore, Eq. (9) indicates that this drift velocity cannot be zero without disturbing the attitude angle.
Since Eqs. (1)- (3) are second-order differential equations, the system's state variables have six components:
, , , , , X Y X Y θ θ . Without losing generality, the initial and target states can be assumed as follows: Initial state: 0 0 0
Target state: 0
(11) Thus, six state variables must be controlled by two thruster forces 1 f and 2 f . Eqs. (3) and (7) imply that the control of θ and θ is not difficult, because the rotational motion has a linear relationship with respect to the thruster forces. Moreover, the two thrusters can generate a b x -directional force without inducing a rotational moment. Thus, once we can transfer the satellite on the positive section of the X -axis with the conditions 0 Y Y θ θ = = = = and 0 X < . Then, the satellite's state can easily be controlled to the target one. Therefore, the X -axis can be used as an "invariant manifold" under the following condition:
Control to the invariant manifold
To control the satellite attitude orientation angle, we use the following control torque in this paper:
When the feedback gains satisfies 0, 0 The increments for the velocity and displacement along the Y -direction during this rotational maneuver can be evaluated from Eq. (2) as follows:
{ } Rotational maneuver to the direction 0 θ = must be conducted over π [rad] . For instance in Fig.3 , the clockwise directional rotational maneuver "A" is unacceptable, because of the following reason. In this rotational maneuver, firstly the thruster force 1 f is used to accelerate the rotation, and then the thruster force 2 f is used to stop the rotation. However, since the both thrusters accelerate the satellite in the Y -direction during this maneuver, the satellite's Y -directional velocity cannot be zeroed. direction when it reaches the X -axis. From Eq. (1), the following xb F guarantees to satisfy this condition.
where
TRAJECTORY TRACKING BY FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
The satellite's trajectory to the invariant manifold explained in the section 3 is based on an open-loop dynamics, i.e. Eqs. (14) and (15). Since these equations are calculated for the model's nominal parameters, the developed trajectory does not generate the desired satellite motion when the parameters include some errors.
Thus, this section proposes a feedback controller which is available even when the system parameters have errors. The controller is developed in order to track the open-loop trajectory by utilizing the Lyapunov's second method. In the following discussions, the variables with over bar indicates that the variables are designed in the open-loop method explained in the section 3.
Feedback controller for rotational motion
We consider the following scalar function for control of the satellite's rotational motion.
When 0 r K θ > , V θ is apparently a positive function and can be considered as a candidate of the Lyapunov function. The time derivative is calculated as follows:
Thus, the acceleration of the attitude angle Eq. (19) makes the function V θ negative semi-definite as shown in Eq. (20). 
Controller for Y -directional translation
As the "distance" of the system's current state from the invariant manifold, this paper utilizes the distance along the Y -direction. Thus, we consider the following scalar function for control of the satellite's translational motion in the Y -direction,
where 0 rY K > . The time derivative of this function is calculated as follows:
Now, we assume that the torque T in Eq. 
where xb F is defined by Eq. (16), and yb F is specified by Eqs. (3) and (13) .
Substituting Eqs. (24) and (25) 
Robustness for modeling errors
In this subsection, we discuss the stability of the controller derived in the section 4.2 when the satellite has modeling errors. Even when the moment of inertia has a modeling error, Eq. (13) 
This equation implies that the controller (27) is still effective at least around the reference trajectory, even when the system has modeling errors. This discussion can be extended for the global stability, because the controller with proper feedback gains is expected to transfer the state in the vicinity of the reference trajectory.
Translation to the origin on invariant manifold
When the system's modeling errors, the satellite's translational motion to the origin should be conducted by a feedback controller. Furthermore, the satellite's attitude angle must be kept as 0 θ = on the invariant manifold. Thus, we consider the following scalar positive func-tion, in the same way as the above subsections. 
Therefore, the following controller transfers the satellite to the origin and stops it.
where 0 dx K > . Consequently, the satellite's position and attitude angle can be controlled to their target states.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
To verify the validity of the proposed method, this section shows the results of the numerical simulations conducted for the satellite with two thrusters.
To verify the effectiveness of the developed controller, a system including modeling errors is used in the simulations. The mass and moment of inertia of the planar satellite are summarized in Table 1 . In this table, "Nominal model" is used to calculate a reference trajectory. Two thrusters are placed on the satellite. Table 2 . The parameters labeled "Reference case" is used to calculate the reference trajectory. It should be noted that, in the following simulations, the system has modeling errors and its initial condition is also different from the reference case. The developed controllers explained in the sections 3 and 4 are summarized as follows. Fig. 4(e) . And the time histories of the two thruster forces 1 f and 2 f are indicated in Fig. 4(f) . It should be noted that these thruster forces are within the specified range, i.e. This simulation result indicates that both the position and attitude control of the planar satellite is achieved precisely by the two thrusters whose force directions are fixed to the satellite. Moreover, the results imply that the developed controllers are robust for the modeling errors.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed the feedback control method for the in-plane motion of a free-floating satellite equipped with two thrusters whose force directions are fixed to the satellite. The controllers developed from the Lyapunov's second method can control the satellite's position and attitude angle precisely. Furthermore, the controller has robustness for the system's modeling errors. The validity of the robustness is verified by numerical simulations. [deg] 
